Excerpts from the “Introduction”:

“The quarries of the Vermont Marble Company, including the deposits in Colorado, Montana and Alaska produce many different kinds of marble. Some of the more important varieties are reproduced in this book….”

“Illustrated in the back of the book are some of our shops, mills and quarries, as well as a few representative installations. Our large finishing plants in Vermont, coupled with subsidiary plants in Philadelphia, Cleveland, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco, Tacoma, Peterboro, Ontario, enable us to serve the trade efficiently and over a wide area.

“These pages deal only with American products, but it should be remembered that we also provide, finish and install all kinds of Foreign marble.

“Vermont Marble Company”

This book, which begins on the next page, is presented on the Stone Quarries and Beyond web site.

http://quarriesandbeyond.org/
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VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY
PROCTOR, VERMONT
BRANCHES IN THE LARGER CITIES
INTRODUCTION

The quarries of the Vermont Marble Company, including the deposits in Colorado, Montana and Alaska, produce many different kinds of marble. Some of the more important varieties are reproduced in this book.

While it is undeniably true that paper and ink cannot bring out the life and luster of marble, they can be so combined as to present an accurate picture of the color and veining. That result has been accomplished in this series.

Illustrated in the back of the book are some of our shops, mills and quarries, as well as a few representative installations. Our large finishing plants in Vermont, coupled with subsidiary plants in Philadelphia, Cleveland, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco, Tacoma and Peterboro, Ontario, enable us to serve the trade efficiently and over a wide area.

These pages deal only with American products, but it should be remembered that we also provide, finish and install all kinds of Foreign marble.

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY
(photo caption) “St. Albans Red” Marble
(photo caption) “Oriental” Marble
(photo caption) “Yule Golden Vein” Marble
(photo caption) “Florence” Marble
(photo caption) "Metawee" Marble
(photo caption) “Imperial Pink” Marble
(photo caption) “McMullen Gray” Marble
(photo caption) “French Gray” Marble
(photo caption) “Gravina” Marble
(photo caption) “Grand Isle Fleuri” Marble
(photo caption) “Neshobe Gray No. 52” Marble
(photo caption) “Neshobe Gray No. 53” Marble
(photo caption) “Westland Cippolino” Marble
American Pavonazzo Marble

(photo caption) “American Pavonazzo” Marble
(photo caption) “Verde Antique” Marble
Westland Green Vein Cream

(photo caption) “Westland Green Vein Cream” Marble
(photo caption) “Listavena” Marble.
(photo caption) "Light Vein" Marble
(photo caption) “Verdoso” Marble
(photo caption) “Striped Brocadillo” Marble
(photo caption) “Brocadillo” Marble
(photo caption) “Montana Black and Gold” Marble
Champlain Black

(photo caption) “Champlain Black” Marble
Verde Antique Marble Quarry, Roxbury, Vt.

(photo caption) “Verde Antique Marble Quarry, Roxbury, Vermont.”
(photo caption) “Marble Mill, West Rutland, Vermont. Length, 1000 feet.”
Exterior Building Shop, Proctor, Vt., with column drums for United States Supreme Court
Building in foreground

(photo caption) “Exterior Building Shop, Proctor, Vermont, with column drums for United States Supreme Court. Building in foreground.”
Section of Interior Marble Shop at Center Rutland, Vt.

(quote) "Section of Interior Marble Shop at Center Rutland, Vermont.”
Civic Opera, Chicago, Ill.  Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, Architects
Vermont, Tennessee and Foreign Marbles

West Virginia Capitol, Charleston, W. Va. Cass Gilbert, Architect
Vermont and Foreign Marbles

Boldt Mausoleum, Santa Barbara, Cal.  Reginald D. Johnson, Architect
White Rutland Marble


Church of Christ the King, Rutland, Vt. McGinnis & Walsh, Architects
Random Ashlar Marble

(photo caption) “Church of Christ the King, Rutland, Vermont. McGinnis & Walsh, Architects. Random Ashlar Marble.”